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CANADA UNDER SIEGE
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As the Coronavirus pandemic ravages the country, Canada's
political leaders gesticulate wildly, taking erratic measures of their
own accord in desperate attempts to confine the spread of the disease.
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“I live a dream in a nightmare world”

Member since 2015.

In this age of high tech highways, gadgets and the likes. It has
become real easy to keep the population at large ignorant of the facts.
Member since 2017. Today population control has never been easier as the new technoloWE ARE OSHAWA gy has not only made it easier to track, monitor and influence the popMember since 2015.
ulation at large like never before. From your smart phones tracking/lisWheeling and Area
tening/habit monitoring computer servers to the manipulation of the
Chamber of Commerce, digital media. We the people are victims of our own ignorance. Can
one speculate that the 2020 elections is a corporate/high tech/CIA
Member since 2000.
covert operation as part of the largest ‘GLOBAL RESET’. At a reset
Weirton Chamber of
that will benefit corporations. Give them the power to make unlimited
Commerce,
wealth and control governments at will?
Member since 2000.
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AS PER WIKIPEDIA DEFINITION: (CIA) United States involvement in regime
Wetzel County Chamber of
change describes actions taken by the United States government, both overt
Commerce,
and covert, to alter, replace, or preserve foreign governments. In the latter half
Member since 2000.
of the 19th century, the U.S. government initiated actions for regime change
Former Kiwanis Westmount mainly in Latin America and the southwest Pacific, including the
Spanish–American and Philippine–American wars. At the onset of the 20th cen(Oshawa)
tury, the United States shaped or installed governments in many countries
Fundraising Chair 2015 - 17. around the world. Look at what happened in the Ukraine for example:
Former Kinsmen of Oshawa Ukraine was a playbook CIA coup d'état
Member 2015 - 2018 The very first act of the western-backed insurrectionists which represent a small
percentage of the population and have managed to overthrow the government
Former Rotary Club
was to attempt rob Russian speakers in Ukraine of their language. In reference
of Courtice, Member to the U.S. Could it be assumed that the democratic party is that small
2015, Secretary 2017. percentage of the population? Could a covert coup d’etat happened
Former Courtice Lions Club in

America? Can big tech have monitored as they are doing now.
peoples votes? Has the CIA been compromised and be
Chair - Santa Parade working for profit for global corporations including FB, Twitter’s of the
world?
Chair - PR. Media
Member 2015(Director) Controlled

Look at what happened in On Aug. 19, 2013, the CIA publicly admitted for the
first time its involvement in the 1953 coup against Iran's elected Prime Minister
Mohammad Mossadegh.
Chair of Membership 2017 The documents provided details of the CIA's plan at the time, which was led by
Vice President -2017-18 senior officer Kermit Roosevelt Jr., the grandson of U.S. President Theodore
Roosevelt. Over the course of four days in August 1953, Roosevelt would
Former Oshawa Naval
orchestrate not one, but two attempts to destabilize the government of Iran, forVeterans Club ,
ever changing the relationship between the country and the U.S.
Mohammad Mossadegh (COMPARED TO MODERN DAY TRUMP) was a beloved
Member 2015.
figure in Iran. During his tenure, he introduced a range of social and economic
policies, the most significant being the nationalization of the Iranian oil industry. Great Britain had controlled Iran's oil for decades through the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. After months of talks the prime minister
broke off negotiations and denied the British any further involvement in Iran's oil industry. Britain then
appealed to the United States for help, which eventually led the CIA to orchestrate the overthrow of
Mossadegh and restore power to Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the last Shah of Iran. August 19, 1953: Massive
protests broke out across Iran, leaving almost 300 dead in firefights in the streets of Tehran. Iranian Prime
Minister Mohammad Mossadegh was soon overthrown in a coup orchestrated by the CIA and British intelligence. The Shah was reinstalled as Iran's leader. According to Stephen Kinzer, author of the book All the
Shah's Men, Roosevelt quickly seized control of the Iranian press by buying them off with bribes and circulating anti-Mossadegh propaganda. He recruited allies among the Islamic clergy, and he convinced the
shah that Mossadegh was a threat. The last step entailed a dramatic attempt to apprehend Mossadegh at
his house in the middle of the night. But the coup failed. Mossadegh learned of it and fought back. The next
morning, he announced victory over the radio. Impeachment proceeding, the onslaught of CNN
Member of fundraising
committee 2017

type broadcast denouncing Trump. In Iran they used Islamic clergy. In the U.S. they are using
Congress and the Senate. Could this be happening in American soil by our own Intelligence
Agency? Has the CIA been compromised and working in the best interest of the highest bidder? After all. Trump in his tough stand on many issues has brought upon himself many that
envy his ways of enduring all challenges. This self made dynamo has turned the political arena
upside down and accomplished many feats that other presidents only dreamt. From his oil
and gas changes to the wall. His tough stand on many items that others never dared take on
have made Trump a target of controversy and embarrassment as how Trump could accomplish
so much in so little time. As you look at the bigger picture and ask yourself... how in the world
did a careered ‘YES MAN’ like Biden ever win 2020 election. As you hear Biden speak.... You
can’t but shake your head at asking the obvious.... what went wrong. Nothing but the possible use of the CIA playbook. After all to over throw a government or regime who else would you
call? Who else has the experience to operate covertly.
Who are you going to call with more experience in coup d'état?
No other than the CIA. Here are the CIA world accomplishments:
1800s: 1805: Tripolitania. 1846–1848 Annexation of Texas and invasion of California. 1865–1867: Mexico.
1887–1912: U.S. Empire, Expansionism, and the Roosevelt Administration. 1887–1889: Samoa. 1893:
Kingdom of Hawaii. 1903: Panama. 1903–1925: Honduras. 1906–1909: Cuba. 1909–1910: Nicaragua
1900s: 1917–1920: Austria-Hungary. 1918–1920: Russia. 1941–1945: World War II and the aftermath. 1941:
Panama. 1941–1952: Japan. 1941–1949: Germany. 1944–1946: France. 1944–1945: Belgium. 1944–1945:
Netherlands. 1944–1945: Philippines. 1945–1955: Austria. 1945–1991: The Cold War. 1945–1948: South
Korea. 1945–1949: China. 1947–1949: Greece. 1948: Costa Rica. 1949–1953: Albania. 1949: Syria. 1950s.
1950-1953: Burma and China. 1950–1953: Korea. 1952: Egypt. 1952–1953: Iran. 1953–1958: Cuba. 1953:
Philippines. 1954: Guatemala. 1954: Paraguay. 1956–1957: Syria. 1957–1959: Indonesia. 1958: Lebanon.
1959–1963: South Vietnam. 1959: Iraq. 1959–2000: Cuba. 1960–1965: Congo-Leopoldville. 1960: Laos. 1961:
Dominican Republic. 1987: Burkina Faso. 1989–1994: Panama. 1991: Iraq. 1991: Haiti. 1992–1996: Iraq.
1994–1995: Haiti. 1996–1997: Zaire. 1997–1998: Indonesia. 2000: Yugoslavia. 2002: Venezuela. 2003–2011:
Iraq. 2006–2007: Palestinian territories. 2006–present: Syria. 2007: Iran. 2009: Honduras. 2011: Libya.
2015–present: Yemen. 2019–present: Venezuela.

From this list. The United States seems to be the only one not included. The question will it
soon be. This to me is troubling to think that the CIA has sold out to the highest bidder. Under
mining the president in order to over throw the United States.
All the markers are there. If you follow the CIA playbook. It is as if it follows all protocol. Has
the global reset begun and we the people are being led to catastrophic future. Not to seem
bias... but I would have respected Hilary running against Trump. Biden in my opinion lacks the
mental integrity to hold office. He has been a ‘YES MAN’ for over 40 years and he has difficulties public speaking? Is he just a puppet the CIA and supporters picked in order fully control
the U.S. government? Could this actually be a foreign government initiative utilizing key people at the CIA to accomplish the weakening of the U.S. across the globe? We await with anticipation January 20th,2020. We await with even more anticipation the outcome of this very dangerous time in America. What is your take?

The two most populous provinces, Ontario and Quebec, have
declared states of emergency and respective curfews, introducing
drastic limitations to personal movement, hoping that these measures will stop the pandemic.
The arrival of a COVID-19 vaccine in Canada was the first truly good news since the pandemic began nearly a year ago. But it was also a false dawn.
That small glimmer of hope may have obscured the daunting challenge and the profound personal suffering that still stand between us and a new day.
So while the new year started with several days of fussing over how fast vaccine doses are
being distributed, the announcement of new epidemiological modelling and new restrictions on
businesses and individuals in Ontario and Quebec should remind us that this pandemic is not
yet under control and will not pass easily according to the predictions of various medical advisors.
The recent dialog between federal and provincial governments over vaccination began when a
concern was raised about the seemingly sluggish pace at which provinces were injecting the
vaccine doses that the federal government had distributed. In Ontario, for example, most vaccinations paused for three days around Christmas.
So we are again subjected to political spin around the pandemic instead of action in the best
interest of the nation.
After picking up the pace of vaccinations, several premiers are now insisting that the problem
might soon become one of supply. "We're all hopeful the federal government will get us more
vaccines," Ontario Premier Doug Ford said last week. "Without them, hospitals will have to start
cancelling appointments and all the progress we've made getting our daily vaccine numbers up
will be lost."
Premier Jason Kenney of Alberta said that his government was exploring the possibility of purchasing its own vaccine supply from manufacturers that currently don't have a deal with the federal government. "I want to be clear, this is not a blame game," Kenney said - before suggesting that blame might ultimately be directed at the federal government. "But we're just saying that
Alberta's health system has stepped up in a big way here and we need more doses, bottom
line, it's very simple."
The federal Intergovernmental Affairs Minister Dominic LeBlanc replied to these concerns that
it was a "bit simplistic" for provinces to claim that they were in danger of "running out" of vaccine doses.
If there is a faster way for Canada to acquire 37 million doses of a COVID-19 vaccine, no one
has explained it yet at the federal level. Also no one should have been under the illusion that
vaccinating the entire population would happen quickly. However, there is certainly pressure on
the Trudeau government to show that it is at least holding its own in the global vaccination race.
The federal government is forecasting that vaccine shipments will continue to increase on a
weekly basis through February and it continues to insist that a sufficient number of doses to
cover every last Canadian should be available by September.
As we stand today on both a per-capita basis and in terms of total vaccinations, Canada ranks
tenth among the world's 193 countries. Among the G7 nations, Canada's rate of inoculation is
fourth - behind the United States, the United Kingdom and Italy, but ahead of Germany and
France. (Japan has not yet started to vaccinate its citizens.)
Even though vaccines now available and on their way to citizens, the Covid -19 numbers are
still on the increase. So here we see some wavering among politicians. They don't really know
what to do. It seems they are unable to combine medical advice and common sense.
We citizens must do our share to contain the pandemic and our political leaders must do reasonable things. We need to avoid unnecessary meetings with other people, wear masks when
social distancing is not possible and stay home as much as possible.
Coercive measures promoted by governments might well be counterproductive. Instead, they
should concentrate on assuring testing, contact tracing, case management, monitoring self-isolation and quarantine, supporting people to stay home, and effective communication in multiple
languages and across multiple platforms for the purpose of advising people of the best practices to contain the spread of the virus.
If we focus exclusively on vaccination over the next few weeks, there's no doubt that thousands
of Canadians will die unnecessarily.
The rate of infection in Canada's largest province is already far above what it was last spring.
The curve has yet to flatten and the question looming over the Ford government is whether it
should have moved faster and further to restrict unnecessary activity.
According to new projections, Ontario's daily case count could reach 10,000 by mid-February if
the current rate of spread continues. A new and more contagious variants of COVID-19 is now
on the rise. And while so much attention was being paid to the arrival of vaccines, another 198
residents of long-term care facilities and two staff members have already died this year in
Ontario - months after Ford's government vowed to build an "iron ring" around such facilities.
Other provinces might take comfort in the fact that their second waves have been less dire, but
surely no government can assume that the weeks and months ahead won't be difficult.
Nearly a year later, in the Covid-19 pandemic, political leaders are contending with much more
public fatigue and impatience and should be careful to make fewer mistakes. Since the existence of a vaccine might help consolidate the public's resolve to accept some new restrictions,
political leaders might give more thought to balancing concerns over public health and the
economy.
The ultimate goal here isn't just to ensure that every Canadian gets the vaccine, it is to ensure
that as many Canadians as possible are still alive to receive the shot.
Be safe!

